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A journal for writers dedicated to tapping the fearless and crazy child within

Editor’s Note
Nothing very good, or very bad, ever lasts for very long. - Lloyd Cole
This issue's theme is "The End Of All Things." Isn't the world supposed to end this December?
A friend, explaining her years of hand-to-mouth existence, says, "Oh no honey, of course I
don't have a 401K, I'm on the 2012 plan," and how very convenient that would be. (For her,
at least.)
The problem is that those expecting apocalypse according to the
Mayan prophecy are missing the larger picture. The Wikipedia
entry about the prophecy refers to "cataclysmic or transformative
events," and if anything happens at all my money's on the
transformative type. An end doesn't have to be cataclysmic,
after all: beginnings are more often than not impossible without
something else ending first.
We are fortunate to have a wide variety of poets and writers represented in this issue, each
providing his or her own take on what might be the end or maybe just seems like it at the
moment. The staff and clientele of Arbor Cafe in Oakland contributed heavily, for which I give
my enduring thanks. Or enduring, at least, until December. I guess we’ll see.
— charlie lenk, Guest Editor
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POETRY SALOON (drunk on poetry!)
Meets at 472 44th Street, Oakland, the second Friday of
the month. Potluck at 6pm, reading at 7:30pm. Bring
poems or prose by you and others to share, or come just
to enjoy. Hosted by Kayla Sussell and Ava Bird.
August 10, September 14, October 12, November 9
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Staff, Schedule and Announcements

Featured in this issue:
Wongoon Cha
Andrew O. Dugas
Gail Marshall
John Miatech
Edward Mycue
Cynthia Salaysay
Cory Sands
R.V. Schmidt
Claire Stremple
Carl Wiener

DONORS:
Erin Matson, Carolyn Mumm, Pat Smith
FINANCIAL REPORT:
Issue 71: 400 printed, 329 mailed (1 foreign)
Expenses: copy and fold, $207.71
Stamps: $145.26
Collate, address, seal, and stamp: barter
Total expenses: $352.97
Total income (from donors): $45

WRITING
EXCURSIONS
SEE PAGE 8
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(fee: $80)
Saturdays, 10am - 5pm, once a month

10-WEEK WORKSHOPS poetry, prose, plays,
nonfiction (fee: $400)
Tuesdays, 7pm - 10pm, Temescal District, Oakland
Wednesdays, 7pm - 10pm, Temescal District, Oakland
Thursdays, 9:30am - 12:30pm, Petaluma
Start September 4, August 29, and August 30,
end November 13, 14, and 15
NOVEL AND CREATIVE NONFICTION
WORKSHOPS
(fee: $400 for five sessions, $600 for ten)
Two intensive workshops meet for three hours every
week, in East Bay and in Marin. Writers bring ten
pages to each session. Limited to five writers.
THE NOVEL’S ARC
In this workshop four novelists commit to reading each
other’s novels and examining how the novel works as a
whole. We’ll devote a two-hour session to each novel.
Starts in October, dates to be arranged.
LAKE COUNTY WORKSHOP (fee: $55)
“Let the Crazy Child Write!”
Saturday, October 6, 4 to 6pm, and Sunday, October 7,
10am to 5pm
Lake County Arts Council Gallery
235 Main Street, Lakeport, CA 95453
(To register, 707-263-6658)
HARBIN WRITING SEMINAR (fee: $300, $200 for
Harbin residents, $50 early registration discount,
dormitory lodging and five catered meals)
Friday, October 19, 6pm, to Sunday, October 21, 3pm
Harbin Hot Springs, Middleton, CA 95461
(To register, contact Elaine Watt
707-987-2339x72 or accounting@harbin.org)
For more information visit matsonpoet.com or phone
510-654-6495. To register, phone 510-654-6495 or
email clive@matsonpoet.com (unless otherwise noted)

Scribblings
ON THE BACK ROADS OF SICILY
Leave the glistening mosaics
of Monreale, azure, red and gold,
too many riches to digest,
and drive, without purpose,
down the tiny track toward Trapani.
Let your eyes scan the green forest.
Do not try to pierce the woods
in search of palaces.
Put your mind at rest,
as the car takes the miles one at a time.

When ready to reveal itself,
the temple at Segesta will be there,
white, sheathed in sunlight.
The look of it pierces the heart.
Resist the urge to trace the columns
with your hands, stroking the rough
surfaces, fingering the gouges left by time.
Too close and it becomes just another
set of stones. But from afar, it is an intimation
of past perfection.
Framed by the greenwood,
it is a talisman to take away and revisit
when there is no other joy to be had.

Gail Marshall

A POEM FOR LEE HARRISON
Cigarette Ashes and refractive San Francisco mist, on a bitten apple
with a white page screen, as I write from my new home’s front porch.
The words come as unpredictably unsteady as the seasons in this place.
I read your last letter tonight, to a new friend. He reminds me of
you. In a way, a bit more comfortable in a group, knows how to work a
crowd, in a way we both find repulsive. All to look in his eyes, as I
read your words, in this new place. His gestures were all wrong, but I
didn’t let on. I read it in the style I remember you wearing. We all
have our costumes you used to say, and I would add our shields to
complete the phrase. The designer’s name is of no importance, all that
matters is the message. I never did return that shirt I borrowed. I
scrutinized his face for glimpses of your face, as your words poured
from my tongue. I read out of the side of my mouth as you do. I knew
what I was doing was treason in the eyes of time. I did it anyways. To
be near you, to smoke on a cold walk with you again. To breathe with
you again as we crept closer and closer to the vein of things. The
vein of everything. The friend never knew, he never will. I miss you.

Cory Sands
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XXX BONAFIDE (or St. Louis Cemetery #1)
Palms and oleanders grow in the shell-rich soil
between crumbling tombs-the mausoleum style is nearly ubiquitous here,
or its precursor, the so-called oven-grave:
as one body decomposes, it is pressed to the back wall and another
cadaver is fed through the opening.
A dry styx, this.
Chrysanthemums bloom in vases, eternal non-native mourners,
and wreaths of white silk flowers, rust-colored and mottled from dust and rain.
A few tourists mill and couples dressed like specters link arms;
a violinist wanders looking lost.
He brings bow to strings, but thinks better of it and relents.
The soft crunch of our feet through stones reigns,
and strains of zydeco coming from downtown.
They’ve showered the graves in untidy gestures: flasks, fans,
beaded necklaces tossed in handfuls-Doggerel scrawled on tomb walls and everybody speaking for the dead.
Voodoo churches are filled with quotidian offerings and more arcane talismans:
halloween candy in dishes shouldered up against shrunken heads under bell-jars.
Drawers full of teeth.
Paper dolls with ink across the eyes.
The priestess Miriam sits in her shady courtyard like a queen in blue sandals
and parts the thick air with a wave of her hand,
as though to dispel a dream or maybe just the heat.
She and other ghosts of New Orleans,
the shadow of the Tioga,
its wide back window with the world spilling out,
the breeze in my hair,
the hundred-year-old magnolias twisting up through the soil
and the carnivalesque park signs,
the chain link fence and the dogs chained to it,
the caw of the jackdaw and the crow.
Our lost violinist finds the dark-eyed couple and marries them,
invoking apocryphal magic.
To each their omen, blanched and painfully real under the white sun,
our lungs thick with the smell of chicory coffees and over-sugared beignets.
The French-quarter is ripe and rotting
with dried vomit on the pavement,
with wafts of cigar smoke,
with our sagging, thrusting flesh-All of it bathed in the close and musky air rising cool off the Mississippi.
These graves are marked with the triple Xes of vigilant believers,
hope for us dirt-scratchers, temples to burlesque saints.

Claire Stremple
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MOUNTAINS
A clouded memory startled awake by words that are screams
A vivid memory of terror and fear and he heard his own screams
A mother’s hush & please & I love you & smiles & comfort & tears covered the faces
And the screams and the words are used much too often
So began the life of a boy whose parents could not get along
The family grows together & the parents grow apart and the words are screamed & it always hurts someone
The boy whose parents would not get along used please & I love you and it changed nothing
As a family is tom apart the pieces dropped in the middle are uneven & split and the law tells where the pieces will
stay
and the mother says where the pieces would not go and the boy used please & I love you but the words made no
smiles
And the young man whose parents could not get along promised his life would be different
And he met a girl and used please & I love you and she smiled & he felt comfort and they made a family
The family grew together but the parents grew apart and he used please & I love you but her heart was closed to
him
And a family was torn & the law told where the pieces would stay & the mother said where the pieces would not go
& the children said please & I love you & it changed nothing
And the man whose parents could not get along watched as the pieces became pawns & vowed his life would be
different
And he met a woman & he used please & I love you & smiles & comfort & they made a family and a family grew
together but the parents grew apart & the law told & the mother said & promises & vows & hearts and pawns were
broken
And the pieces left in the middle were uneven & split & the pawns were used & the words were used & the screams
were used but it changed nothing
And the jagged edges that had formed inside the pawns began to show
And the man whose parents could not get along looked back over his life and into the tearstained faces of the
children whose parents could not get along and understood that indeed his life was different yet nothing had
changed
And in these mountains lies a grave that cradles an old man whose parents could not get along & no comfort
& a soul screams & please & I love you & has anything changed

R. V. Schmidt
MISSING A FRIEND
In the soft time before sunrise
An owl hoots across the darkness its ancient love call
Somewhere, a voice answers
“I do, I do”
Getting my truck ready for a trip to the mountains,
I notice Scorpio, your birth sign, bright in the Southern sky
Your pillow, still in the back seat of the truck
Even after seven years of your absence
The forest misses you every time I go there
I can tell by the silence in the fallen leaves
Where your paws used to step

And in the way that animals
No longer break from cover
When I get too close
Now you have the whole sky to run in
And it must be great to chase deer
Whenever you desire
But we who are your family are left behind
And somehow I think that you spend more time
Lying near the door of wherever you are,
Waiting…..

John Miatech
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DAMP
For a moment I am grateful to the terrorists
because the whole airport-security thing
obliterates the whole-hanging-out-at-the-gate
thing. What do I want to hang out for? She is
leaving me; it's not enough I drove her to the
airport?
Time to say good-bye, the big moment, but
kissing her is like kissing my aunt, lips rubbery
and reserved. Cold. We hug like strangers dressed
in HazMat suits at a disaster site. Nothing comes
through, no warmth can breach the asbestos wall
between us, and before we release, I am already
turning away.
Seconds later, I am loping down the moving
sidewalk back to the parking garage. I pay my
four dollars for fifteen minutes only, goddamned
ripoff, and shoot down the ramp onto the highway,
back to town.
Already I am forgetting her, I tell myself, and her
absence fills me like helium, so light even the car
feels like it could lift off any second.
What to do with the rest of the day? I realize the
rest of the day is MY own! Like tomorrow and the
next day and all the days after are MY own, too.
Already I am forgetting her and back in MY
apartment I lie down on MY sofa, the thing she
hated most to see, me relaxing not doing anything
productive. I really stretch out and nod off.
When I awake, it is still the afternoon, quiet, and I
remember she is not there. The whole night still to
come—Saturday night!—and I smile and go into
the bathroom to splash water on my face and even
drink from the faucet, another thing she hated.
I go to dry my hands, and the towels are still
damp from her last shower. I press my face into
the dampness and I smell her and I smell her…
Until I am damp with her too.

Andrew O. Dugas
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A TRIP TO SANTA CRUZ
(to see a blue whale skeleton)

blood in the water
how many ribs?
how many vertebrae?
the brain
how big is it
to whom do you sing?
your song is for
me at least at
least for me
bury my bones in
the ground
the worms will
feast and then I'll
be ready for display
and you can become
my voyeur
for whom
i ask
once
once again
for womb
do you sing
in whom
a worm perhaps
do you sing in my womb
to my better if
the worms eat
my bones in the
soil and yet
you ask for
whomb I sing
how dare you
I dare you to
ask such a thing
and when.

Wongcon Cha

Scribblings
SHADOW
My shadow in the dust, ringed with flowers and losing scratchers
And the pop tops of beer cans, glinting.
My restless friend,
Dragged over pebbles and bits of hair.
You don’t end at the furthest reaches of your skin.
You stretch over the table
Over shrines,
Into the sidewalk cracks filled with pollen.
And on some days when the light is effusive and irresolute, you dissolve and have no end.
Your speech is the same as in dreams,
With special punctuation marks
Symbols streaming.
It’s an old, sobering, frightening tongue.
You always tell the truth.
I make my sorries with the sun behind me,
Our private conversation unceasing,
There is no such thing as silence when living.

Cynthia Salaysay

I AM BEGINNING TO COMPLY
I am beginning to comply with my invisibility,
which means that I do not use my voice
to reinsist that I am here.
Well acquainted with my nakedness, outside and in,
I cannot truthfully recommend myself
anymore as an object worthy of your desire,
so that silence is now my principal resource.

V. PASSING TIME
(from TRIP (RETURN)
THROUGH A TORN HOUSE)
Hopes won’t be sealed, passed off,
Buried in without loss.
Destiny questions, love confusions
Collide, convert, coil.
Some plunge into wasteland certitudes.
Others sit there reading tarot.
Carnivals couldn’t offer yellower
Teeth more firmly in a saddle.

I am unable to believe I once used
my hands and tongue as if to find a way into you:
there were so many distances to cross and
impediments to clear
before the requisite seclusion and twilight
could be accessed and exploited
for our brief time of private pleasure.

Carl Wiener

Body - feelings don’t cross-over
As old clothes are changed;
They fuse along each joint
Squandered, stinted.
Teach day adds it grafts
Until melic, old passing things
Slowly still and do not renew
Or recur, to astonish the heart.

Edward Mycue
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Subscriptions:
Participants in Clive Matson's creative writing
workshops receive copies of the Scribbler for two
years, and for as long thereafter as the recipient
shows interest. If you are interested in receiving
copies of the Scribbler, send an email with your
name and mailing address to:
clive@matsonpoet.com

Writing Excursions
February 3-13, 2013
"Writing Costa Rica"
Nosara, Costa Rica, fee: $1600
Contact: Deborah Tommassini,
debratom@aol.com
www.nosarabandbretreat.com
212-931-4826 or
011-506-2682-0209

Submissions and Editorial Policies:
Basic Acceptance Policy: If the current editor likes
a piece, it gets published; if not, it is passed on the
next editor who will either use it, or return it to the
author. All rights are reserved. Send submissions to:
scribbler@matsonpoet.com
The Crazy Child Scribbler is published four times a
year by Clive Matson. All materials remain
copyrighted by the authors and any reproduction
requires author consent.

THE SCRIBBLER
Clive Matson
472 44th Street
Oakland, CA 94609

Did you read the Scribbler
financial report?
Total expenses: $352.97
Total income (from donors): $45
Please help fill that gap. Keep
our publisher from trying to sell
his tainted blood to make up
the diﬀerence.

